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1. INTRODUCTION 
In the paper [I], V. Barcilon uses an ingenious transformation of coordi- 
nates and separation of variables to solve the following problem: Find the 
numbers h > 0 for which the hyperbolic equation 
UEC - A%,, = 0 (1) 
has solutions u + 0 in the unit circle, with u = 0 on the boundary. 
Barcilon also presents the history of this problem and its relation to fluid 
mechanics. The problem dates to Lord Kelvin (1880) and to Poincare (1885). 
Other contributors referenced in [l] are Sryan (1889), Cartan (1922), 
Burgin and Duffin (1939), Hoiland (1962), Greenspan (1964), Wood (1966) 
and Aldridge and Toomre (1969). 
Here we shall solve the problem (1) for the general ellipse, for the 
triangle, and for the strip. We shall also find the eigenvalue h = 1 for 
an annulus in which the ratio of the radii is > 2/Z. The entire paper 
is based on the elementary method of characteristics. 
2. METHOD OF CHARACTERISTICS FOR SIMPLY CONNECTED REGIONS 




in a region D, , where a, b, and c are constants, with b2 > ac. A nonsingular 
linear transformation transforms the equation (1) into 
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and maps D, into a region, D. In this section we shall suppose that I), , and 
hence D, are simply connected. 
Let P, be a fixed point in D. Then 
where 
w =f(P) - km (3) 
f(P) = .(PO) + ?‘l” u, dx, 
g(~) = - j’ u?,dy. 
PO 
(4) 
The integrals definingf(P) and g(P) are independent of the path connecting 
P, to P because uZU = 0. In fact, the integrals around closed circuits in D are 
-$-uxdxL u,~ dx dy = + u, dy. 
Note that the single-valuedness off and of g depends on the simple connec- 
tivity of D. 




We shall call any identity u = f - g in which (5) holds, a standard form for a 
function u solving u,?, = 0. If u = fi - g, = fi - g, are two standard forms, 
then 
fi(P) =fdW + c, g,(P) = &(P) + c, (‘5) 
where c is constant. 
Proof. 
au afl af2 a24 ai5 ~_ ag, 
Xi- ax ax 7 &- 2~ ;Ir . 
Hence, 
But (5) implies that 
( fi - fi>, = 0 = k, - &d, . 
( fi - fi), = 0 = (a - &)z * 
The equations (5) do not imply that f (P) = a function of x, and that 
g(P) = a function of y. They only imply that f and g remain constant on, 
respectively, vertical or horizontal segments lying entirely in D. For example, 
in the simply connected domain given in Fig. 1.1 neither does f have to be a 
function of x, nor does g have to be a function of y. However, if every vertical 
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FIGURE 1.1 
segment connecting points of D lies in D, then f is a function of x; if every 
horizontal segment connecting points of D lies in D, then g is a function of y. 
Let uZr = 0 in D, and let u = 0 on the boundary, aD. Then, if u = f - g 
is a standard form in B, the parts f and g are identical on the boundary. We 
define 
h(P) =fP) = .Av) for P E aD. (7) 
If u = 0 in D, then h(P) = const for P E aD. The proof is that the solution 
U-oOfU,,, = 0 has a standard form II = f,(P) - go(P), where f0 = g, = 0. 
Hence, if 0 = f - g is another standard form, we must have f = g = c, a 
constant, by (6). 
The converse is false. For example, the function u = sin x solves u,?, = 0 
in the strip 0 < x < n, and u vanishes on the boundary. Here f = sin x and 
g = 0. The boundary-function h(P) is identically zero although u + 0 in the 
strip. 
If the line x = x,, and the line y = y,, through each point (x,, , y,,) of D 
intersect the boundary aD in finite points, we call D xy-bounded. For example, 
the halfplane 3y - x > 0 is xy-bounded, but the region y > 0 is not. 
Every bounded region is xy-bounded. The strip discussed in the last para- 
graph is not xy-bounded. 
LEMMA. Let the region D be simply connected and xy-bounded. Let u,, = 0 
in D and y = 0 in aD. Let u = f - g be a standard form, and let h(P) be the 
common value of f and g for P E aD. Then u E 0 in D if and only if 
h(P) = const. 
Proof. We have already proven that u E 0 in D implies h = const. Con- 
versely, suppose h(P) = c. If Q E D, then u(Q) = f (Q) -g(Q). Let the 
vertical and the horizontal lines through Q intersect the boundary in points X 
and Y. In each case we take a nearest possible boundary point. Then the 
vertical and horizontal segments @% and QY lie in D. Hence, 
f(Q) =f (W = c, g(Q) = g(Y) = c. 
Therefore, u(Q) = c - c = 0. 1 
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If u,,, =- 0 in I), u = 0 on aD, and u + 0 in D, we call u an eigenfunction. 
We call h(P) its boundary-function if h is defined by (7). The boundary func- 
tion is unique apart from an additive constant, since the parts, f and g, of a 
standard form are unique apart from an additive constant, as in (6). We will 
now state the conditions which insure that a function b(P) prescribed on in 
is a boundary function h(P) for some eigenfunction u. 
THEOREM. Let the region D be simply connected and xy-bounded. Let 
the dayerentiable function b(P) be defined on 8D. Then b(P) is a boundavy- 
function h(P) for an eigenfunction u if and only (f b(P) is not constant, and -- 
b(P,) -z b(P,) for every vertical or horizontal segment PIP, lying in the closure 
C$ D and connecting two boundary points. 
Proof. If b(P) satisfies the hypotheses, we can construct an eigenfunction 
u as follows: If Q E D, since D is xy-bounded, there is a boundary-point X 
such that QX is a vertical segment in D. Define f (Q) = b(X). This definition 
is unambiguous, for if X’ is another such boundary-point, then XX” is a 
vertical segment lying in D and connecting two boundary points; therefore, 
b(X) :: b(X’). Similarly, there is a boundary-point Y such that @ is a 
horizontal segment in D, and the definition g(Q) = b(Y) is unambiguous. 
Moreover, f, = g, = 0. 
Hence, u -y f - g is a solution of uzy = 0 in D. For Q E aD, we may take 
S == I’ x Q; hence u = 0 on aD. The common value off(P) and g(P) on 
the boundary is b(P), and b(P) is assumed to be nonconstant. The lemma now 
implies that u is an eigenfunction, and that h(P) = b(P) is its boundary 
function. 
Conversely, if u is an eigenfunction with a boundary-function h(P), the 
lemma implies that h + const. Moreover, if PIP, is a vertical or horizontal 
segment lying in D and connecting two boundary points, then h(P,) =:= h(P,) 
because f is constant on the segment if it is vertical, whereas g is constant 
on the segment if it is horizontal. Therefore, h(P) satisfies the hypotheses 
required of b(P). 1 
Smoothness of the boundary-function 
We will henceforth assume that h(P) is piecewise smooth on aD, i.e., 
continuous andpiecewise continuously differentiable. This is a mild assump- 
tion, since 
P *P 
h(P) = const + 
s 
u, dx = const - 
J 
u, dy. (8) 
PO PO 
Thus, continuity of u, and uy in D would imply the continuous differ- 
entiability of h. 
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3. THE TRIANGLE 
Let D, be a nondegenerate triangle in the [, T-plane. Let u satisfy any 
hyperbolic equation (2.1) in D, , with u = 0 on aD,, . Then we will prove that 
24 f 0. In particular, if up6 - A%,, = 0 in D, , with u = 0 on 30, , and if 
A > 0, then u = 0. 
In the characteristic variables, the partial differential equation becomes 
uEV = 0, and D, is mapped into a nondegenerate triangle, D, in the x, y-plane. 
Let V, , V, , Va be the vertices of D. Let (ai , bi) be the x, y-coordinates of Vi . 
We may assume 
a1 < % and a1 < a2 < a3 * (1) 
We may also assume b, < 6,; for if b, > b, , the mapping x’ = x, y’ = -y 
maps u into a solution of u,‘,’ = 0, while the vertices Vi’ satisfy the require- 
ments (1) and b,’ < b,‘. 
If u were an eigenfunction, let h(P) be its boundary function. We will 
prove that either h(P) = h( Vs), a constant, or /z(P) = h( Vi), a constant, which 
contradicts the requirement that h(P) b e nonconstant. If P = (x, y), let PI be 
the point on V,Va with coordinates (x1 , yJ, where xi = x. (P = PI if 
PE V,V,). 
If the edge V,Va is horizontal, we conclude at once 
h(P) = h(P,) = h(V,). 
Therefore, we may now assume b, < b, . 
We need to distinguish two cases. First suppose that V, lies below the 
edge V,V, , as in Fig. 3.1. 
FIGURE 3.1 
If xi < us , we construct an infinite sequence of boundary points P2 , P3 ,... 
as follows. If n is even, P, is the boundary point reached by moving to the 
right from P,-l . If n is odd, P, is the point on V,V, reached by moving up 
from Pnpl. Let P, = (x, ,m). Then 
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The monotone nondecreasing sequence x, has a limit, 1 < aa . To prove that 
1 = a3 , let F(X) be the continuous function which maps x1 into xs , or ~a into 
x5 , etc. Then 1 = v(Z). But t < q(t) if a, & t < ua. Therefore, 1 mm= a3 . 
Since every segment PnPn+l is vertical or horizontal, the boundary- 
function h(P) satisfies 
h(P) = h(P,) = h(P,) = ... * 
Since x,! + a, as n---f Co, P, ----f br3 . By the continuity of the houndat-! 
function, 
h(P) = h(P,) = i-i h(P,) = h(V.J = const. 
Hence, the lemma in Section 2 implies that no eigenfunction exists. -- 
In the other case, V, lies above V,V, , as in Fig. 3.2. Let P = (x, y) E i3D. 
“3 
FIGURE 3.2 
Let PI = (x1 , yr) E V,V, , with x1 = X. If x1 > a, , form P2 by moving left, 
then P3 by moving down, then P4 by moving left, etc. Then 
x = x1 > x2 = x3 > x4 = x5 > ‘.’ . 
Exactly as before, we conclude that 
x, - a, I p,+ v, 3 h(P) = h(P,) + h(V,) = const. 
Again the lemma implies that no eigenfunction exists. 
Let D, be the strip 
4. THE STRIP 
Cl < P6 + 411 < cg > 
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where P, p # 0,O. We seek the numbers X > 0 which permit solutions 
u + 0 to the boundary-value problem 
u CE - A%,, = 0 ’ Do, m u = 0 in aD,. (4 
We will show that every h > 0 permits solutions u + 0. This problem pro- 
vides a simple illustration of the theorem. 
The characteristic variables 
x = hf - 7, r=@+?1 (3) 
transform (1) and (2) into 
D:2hc,<(p--~)x+(p+hq)y<2hc,, (4) 
u - 0 in D, 2Y - u = 0 in aD. (5) 
If P f hp = 0, then D is not xy-bounded; and the theorem is inapplicable. 
But these cases are trivial. If P + hq = 0, the general solution is u =f(x) 
provided only that f = 0 on the boundary lines 
x = 2AcJ(p - hq) (i = 1,2). 
If, instead, p - hq = 0, we have u = -g(y) if g = 0 on the lines 
Y = 2WP + w (i = 1, 2). 
If the boundary lines of the strip do not lie in a characteristic direction, 
i.e., if p f hq # 0, then D is xy-bounded, and the theorem is applicable. 
If P = (x, y) E aD, the identity h(P) = f (x) for a boundary function auto- 
matically implies that h(Pl) = h(P,) if PIPS is vertical in the x, y-plane. It 
remains only to require that h(P,) = h(P,) if PIP2 is horizontal. Suppose that 
PI = (x, y) lies on the boundary-line 
If P, = (x’, y) has the same ordinate, but lies on the other boundary line, 
then 
Hence, 
2& = (p - hq) x’ + (p + Aq) y. 
x’ = x + 2h(c, - c,)/(p - hq). 
The requirement h(P,) = h(P,) means that f (x) = f (x’). 
Hence, the only requirements on h(P) = f ( x are thatf(x) be nonconstant and ) 
that f(x) have the period 2h(c, - cJ/(p - Aq). To find the corresponding 
eigenfunction, u, let Q = (x, y) lie inside the strip D. Then 
u(Q) = h(X) - h(Y), (6) 
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where S is either of the two boundary points with abscissa x, and Y is either 
of the two boundary points with the ordinate y. Therefore, 
4X) = f(X), h(Y) =f(q), 
where the boundary-point Y = (x1 , y) satisfies 
2% = (P - w Xl + (P + w Y. 
Now (6) yields 
u =fW --fwb - (P + WYll[P - %I). (7) 
The periodicity off(x) guarantees that u = 0 on both boundary lines. In the 
original variables, 5 and 7, (7) becomes 
5. THE ELLIPSE 
Let D, be the ellipse 
fllP + 2Mrl + f22T2 < 19 (1) 
where F = (fij) is positive definite. Let constants a, b, c be given, with 
h2 > UC. We will determine whether there exists a solution u f 0 to the 
boundary-value problem 
auEs + 2bu,, + cu,, = 0 in D, , u = 0 in SD,. 
In particular, we will find the eigenvalues A > 0 for which 
(2) 
u 55 - X2u,, = 0 in D, , u = 0 in iiD, (3) 
admits solutions u + 0. We shall show that the eigenvalues comprise a 
denumerable set {A,} which is dense in the set of positive numbers. Let p and 
q be relatively prime, positive integers, with p < y. Let A == filf22 - f:, . 
Then 
,j,, zrz f ;,’ 
1 
Al’” cot F + (A cot2 F -2 fir f.$‘; . (4) 
For each X L= Asq , the solutions u + 0 of (3) are 
409/39/3-15 
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where the ck are arbitrary coefficients satisfying 
(6) 
where T,(z) is the Chebyshev polynomial 
and where 
T,(cos e) 53 cos ne, 
J(4 = ~l’zull + 2hfl2 + %P2. (7) 
The solution is a direct application of the method of characteristics. A non- 
singular linear transformation 
x = ClJ + c1277, Y = c216 + c22rl (8) 
takes (1) and (2) into an ellipse 
D : ellx2 + 2e,,xy + e,,y2 < 1 (9) 
and into the boundary-value problem 
%c:2/ = 0 in D, u = 0 in 8D. (10) 
The boundary, aD, of the ellipse (9) may be written in the parametric form 
x = p cos 0, y = u cos(8 - a) for 0 < 0 < 27r, (11) 
where the constants p, u, (Y. satisfy 
p > 0, 0 > 0, O<ol<?T. (12) 
If 6 = e,,e,, - e,Z, , then the constants p, CT, 01 are 
p=F ( 1 112 , ( 61 1 112 
u=- ) 
6 
a = arc cot( -6-1/2e12). (13) 
If u is an eigenfunction, it has a nonconstant boundary function h = h(B) 
where h has the period 277. If P = (x, y) lies on the boundary (1 l), we must 
have 
49) = h(W = h(b), (14) 
where X and Y are the other boundary points with, respectively, the same 
abscissa and the same ordinate as (x, y). Therefore, by (1 l), 
Ox = --8(mod 27r), 0, z 201- 0(mod 2~). (15) 
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WC assume that h(0) has an absolutely convergent Fourier series 
h(0) = a, + f (a, cos n6 $ b, sin ~0). (16) 
11=1 
We may suppose a, = 0 because, if a constant is subtracted from a boundarv 
function, a new boundary function results which defines the same eigenl 
function. Moreover, all b, = 0, since 
h(B) = h(B,) = h(--8). 
The only remaining requirement is h(0) = h(B,) 
f a, cos no = f a, cos 4213 - 0) 
n=l n=l 
(17) 
with some a, # 0. This must be an identity in 0. 
If uk is a particular, nonzero coefficient, the identity (17) implies that 
cos 2koI = 1, and hence 2ka: = 2j?r, where j is an integer. Since 0 < 01 < rr, 
we require 1 < j < k. If j/k = p/q, where p and q are relatively prime, with 
1 d p < q, then 
P= cd==-. 
4 
This solves the problem. There exists a solution u $0 to the boundary-value 
problem if and only if the ellipse satisfies (18). By the identity (13) for cx, the 
criterion (18) becomes 
- e12 
2/(e11e22 - etJ= ‘Ot 5 
(1 <p 4 q; (p, q) = 1). (1% 
If 01 has the required form (1 S), we can find the associated eigenfunctions 
u + 0. By (17), a, = 0 unless 2nor is a multiple of 2~. Since (p, Q) --_ 1, 
a ~~ 0 unless n is a multiple of q. If ck =+ ukn , (16) yields n- 
h(B) = f ck cos kq8. 
B-1 
(20) 
If h(0) is required to have an absolutely convergent Fourier series, the coef- 
ficients ck are arbitrary members satisfying (6). As in Section 2, if 
Q =: (x, y) ED, let X and Y be boundary points with, respectively, the 
abscissa x and the ordinate y. Then 
u = h(B,) - h(B,). (21) 
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BY (llh 
x = p cos e,y ) y = u cos(8y - a). 
Hence, 
cos kq@, = Tk&/P), 
cos kq(8, - a) = T&y/a). 




(-)“” cos kqf?, = Tkg(y/a). 
Now (20), (21), (23), and (25) imply 
(25) 
For fixed cx = pr/q, formula (26) gives all the eigenfunctions whose bound- 
ary functions h(0) have absolutely convergent Fourier series. Moreover, if 
0 < C 1 ck’ 1 < co, the eigenfunction u’ obtained by replacing the coefficients 
ck by ck’, is different from u unless all cK’ = ck (k = 1, 2,...), since the asso- 
ciated boundary functions differ by a constant only if their Fourier coefficients 
multiplying cos kq0 are identical. Thus, if the criterion (18) is satisjed, there 
exists a denumerable set of linearly independent eigenfunctions. 
Now we will obtain the asserted formulas (4), (5), (7) solving the particular 
boundary-value problem (3). Let (8) take the form 
The original ellipse D, in (1) becomes the ellipse D, as in (9), where 
ell = fil - 2hfi2 + h2f2, , 
e12 = fil - h2f2, , 
ez2 =fil + 2hfi2 + ?fz2 . 
Since 6 = det E and A = det F. we have 
6 = 4h2A. (29) 
The criterion (19) becomes 
w22 - fil = COt pr 
2XAlJ2 4 
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This equation uniquely determines the positive eigenvalue (4). All the 
eigenfunctions, U, belonging to the eigenvalue X = h,, are given by (26). By 
(13), (27), (28) and (29) the arguments x/p and y/u become 
+ = ; (5 - f q) s1/2e;p = (A( - rl) J(h), 
Y -=- 
u i (t + f 7) s1’2e;?2 = (@ t 77) /(-A), 
(31) 
where J(A) is defined in (7). Now (26) yields the asserted form (5). 
6. MULTIPLY CONNECTED REGIONS 
The generalities in Section 2 must be modified if D is multiply connected. 
For instance, let D be doubly connected, as in Fig. 6.1. Let uzy = 0 in D. Let 
P,, be a fixed point in D. Let aD = C, u C, . If P is any point in D, then 
u = u(P,) + /lo (uz dx + u, 4% 
FIGURE 6.1 
where the integral is path independent. Since u,, = 0, the integral 
r P u, dx - PO (2) 
has the same value for all homotopic arcs joining P,, to P. But different values 
result from nonhomotopic arcs if the constant 
Yl- $ u, dx (3) 
Cl 
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Since u is single valued, 
- $ u, dy = I u, dx = y1 . Cl Cl 
(4 
An example will show that the integrals (2) and (4) really may be multi- 
valued. Let D be the region between the square with vertices (f 1, f 1) and 
the square with vertices (&2, f2), as in Fig. 6.2. For -2 < z < 2 define 
FIGURE 6.2 
a function v(z) as follows: Let q = 0 for -2 < z < - 1. Let 9 increase 
fromOtolaszincreasesfrom-lto+l.Letp,=lforl~~~2.Atthe 
points z = *I, require that CJI have all derivatives =O. Now define U(X, y) in 
D as follows: 
u = v(x) if -2<y<-1 (the bottom), 
u = d-Y) l<x<2 (the right), 
u = 9)(-x) if 16YG2 (the top), 
(6) 
u = V(Y) if -2<x<--1 (the left). 
Note that u is defined consistently in the four overlapped squares. The 
function u is a single-valued solution of uzy = 0 because, in the neighborhood 
of any point, it is either a function of x alone or of y alone. Moreover, 
Yl = 
f 
u, dx = - 
f 
uy dy = 2. 
Cl Cl 
(7) 
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Now consider the general case of an n-tuply connected region, D, where 
n 2 2. For simplicity, suppose D is bounded. Let D have the inner boundary 
curves C, ,..., C,-, and the outer boundary curve C, . Let each Ci be a 
simple, closed curve. Let the curves be oriented so that, if Ci is traversed in 
its positive orientation, points of D appear on the left if i = ~1, but on the 
right if i < n. For i = l,..., n - 1, let Ci be connected to C,z by a branch 
cut, Pi, in D. Let no two branch cuts intersect each other. On each cut, P, , 
define a -+ side and a - side, so that, if Ci is traversed positively, Ci begins 
on the -- side of P, and ends on the + side. For n -= 3, Fig. 6.3 illustrates 
these conditions. 
FIGURE 6.3 
Let D, be the simply connected region 
D, = D - r, - r, - ... - r,-, . (8) 
Let PO be a fixed point in D, . Let u,, = 0 in D. Since D, is simply connected, 
u has a standard form 
u(P) =fP) - g(P), (9) 
wheref(P) and g(P) are singZe-valued functions in D, for which 
af ag o 
ay=z= . (10) 
For example, if the path of integration does not cross a cut, we may let 
f(P) = .(Po> + J;(, uz dx, 
g(P) = - sp uy fly. 
PO 
Every other standard form for u is obtained by adding a common constant to 
the two functions defined in (11). 
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We can now describe the behavior of the standard form as P jumps over 
one of the cuts, Pi . Let 
Yi = s 
u,dx = - 
s uv dr 
(i = l,..., n). 
Ci Ci 
(12) 
By the choice of the orientations of C, ,..., C,-, , C, , 
Yn=Yl+“‘+Yn-1. (13) 
Fori- 1 ,..., II - I, the formulas (11) show that yi is the jump made byf(P) 
or g(P) from the negative side of Pi to its positive side: If P E Pi , then 
Yi = f(P+) - f(P-) = g(P+) - g(P-1. (14) 
The jump yi is the same at all points P E lYi . 
Let ury = 0 in D, and now suppose u = 0 in aD. We wish to define a 
boundary function, h(P), for u. If i < 7t, let C,’ be the cut curve formed by 
removing from Ci the single point at which Ci joins Pi; if i = n, let C,’ be set 
formed by removing from C, the n - 1 points joining C, to I’, ,..., P,-, . In 
D, let u have the standard form (9), (11). A ssuming that the integrals (11) 
converge as P + C,‘, we may define f (P) and g(P) even for P E Cd’. Since 
u = 0 in aD, the parts f (P) and g(P) have a commrm value, h(P), for P E Cif. 
Thus we may define the boundary function 
h(P) = f @‘I = g(P) forPEC1’V ..*UC,‘. (15) 
We will now describe the requirements on a boundary function. Let P and 
Q be points on u C,‘, which is simply aD minus the 2(n - 1) points terminat- 
ing the cuts. Let the segment P% be vertical or horizontal, and suppose that 
P3 lies entirely in the original, uncut region, D. If this segment does not cross 
a cut, either f or g is constant on the segment, by (lo), so h(P) = h(Q). If 
PT crosses one or more cuts, we must use the jump relations (14). Let vi be 
the integer which equals the number of times which the directed segment 
P> crosses Pi from the + to the - side, minus the number of crossings from 
the - to the + side. Thus, vi equals 1, 0, or -1. Now (14) implies 
h(P) - h(Q) = ~1~1 + *a* + vn-Len-1. (16) 
If u = 0 in D, the boundary function h(P) is constant in u C,‘, since 
f(P) and g(P) are equal to a constant in the simply connected region DI . 
Then, of course, all yi = 0. 
Ifu + OinD, butuSy = 0 in D and u = 0 in aD, we call u an eigenfunction. 
An eakenfunction is determined by its boundary function, h(P), as follows: 
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If Q E D, , let X and Y be nearest boundary points reached, respectively, by 
moving vertically and horizontally in D. The segments QX and @ may cross 
cuts, ri , but not boundary curves, Ci . Since u(Q) = f(Q) - g(Q), we only 
need to relatef(Q) to h(X) and to relate g(Q) to h(Y). 
First suppose that neither X nor Y is one of the 2(” - 1) points at which 
the boundary curves Ci join the cuts r, . Let & and vi be, respectively, the 
integers which equal the number of times which the directed segments QX 
and QY cross ri from the + side to the - side, minus the number of cross- 
ings from the - side to the + side. The jump conditions (14) now impl! 
Since f(A) = h(X) and g(Y) = h(Y), we deduce 
u(Q) =;I 4X’) - h(Y) + (51- d ~1 t ... t (L-1 - s-1) yn-1. (18) 
This identity has been derived only for Q in D, and for X and Y in v Ci’. 
We will now show that, if limits are used, the identity (18) determines u(Q)foy 
all Q in D. We only need to show that the right-hand side of (18) is continuous 
as Q crosses a cut, ri , or as X or Y crosses one of the 2(n - 2) points joining 
the cuts to the boundary curves. But this follows directly from (14). 
In summary, a function h(P) is the boundary function of an eigenfunction 
U(Q) under the following conditions: h(P) is defined as a smooth, nonconstant 
function for P E u Ci’; for i < n, h(P) jumps by yi as P jumps from ri- to 
I’$+ on Ci’ or on C,; and h satisfies the identity (16) if P and Q are in u C;’ 
and if the segment FQ is vertical or horizontal and lies in D. 
In Section 7, we will show that, if u is an eigenfunction for a circular 
annulus, then yr == 0, and the boundary-function h(P) is continuous on all of 
i3D, even at the two points terminating the cut. Then U(Q) has a standard 
form, f(Q) -g(Q), in whichf(Q) and g(Q) are single valued in the uncut, 
doubly connected region, D. One may now ask whether, in fact, these condi- 
tions exist for every doubly connected domain, D, admitting an eigenfunction. 
But Fig. 6.4 shows that there really are eigenfunctions for which yr f 0. In 
this figure, D is doubly connected. The numbers indicate certain values taken 
by h(P). Between the indicated values, h(P) is required to vary smoothly 
and monotonely, except at the cut. The dots represent the cut, across which 
h(P) jumps by yr = 4. The continuous, single-valued eigenfunction is given 
bY 
u(Q) = h(X) - h(Y) - 46, , (19) 
where [r = 1, 0, or - 1, depending upon how or whether the vertical segment 
@? crosses the cut. This is an example of the identity (18) in which r], :-j 0 
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FIGURE 6.4 
because the cut is horizontal. The eigenfunction u(Q) in (19) takes values 
between -1 and +l. 
7. THE ANNULUS 
In this section we will prove only that the boundary value problem, 
%P - h2u,,, = 0 in D, , U = 0 in aD,, (1) 
has a solution u + 0 if h = 1 and if D, is the annulus 
D, : a2 < E2 + q2 < 1, (2) 
where 0 < a < l/d/2. We conjecture that there are other eigenvalues, A. 
If X = 1, the 45” rotation 
x = (6 - d/dZ 
transforms (1) and (2) into 
y = (6 + 7)ldZ (3) 
U zy = 0 in D, u = 0 in aD, (4) 
where D = D, . 
Define b = (1 - a2)lj2. In the interval 0 ,< x < 6 define h(x) to be any 
nonconstant, twice-continuously differentiable function having the following 
properties :
(i) h(x) has four continuous derivatives in a neighborhood of x = 0. 
(ii) h’(0) = h”(0) = 0. 
(iii) h(6) = h(O), h’(b) = M”(O), h”(b) = h”(0) + 3 b2hC4)(0). 
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Now define h(x) in the rest of the interval - 1 < nr .< 1 by the identities 
h(x) = h([x2 - b2]1/2) if b < ‘2 CT< I ) 
(5) 
h(x) = h(--s) if -1 ><S<O. 
The properties (i), (ii), (iii) insure that the extension (5) of h(x) produces a 
function which is twice-continuously differentiable on the interval 
-1 < x < 1, even at the points x = 0, 6, --b. The assumption a <I l/t:? 
is used in (5) to guarantee that 
0 < [x2 - b2]l12 < b if h < .x < 1. 
An eigenfunction is now given by 
u = h(x) - h([l - y2]1/2) 
= h((e - d/d/z) - A([1 - 4 (E - T)2]“2). 
(6) 
To show that (6) gives an eigenfunction, we need to show 
u+O for a2<x2-Ly2<1, (7) 
u -0 m - for a2<x24y2< 1, (8) 
u=o if x2+y2== 1, (9) 
u=o if x2 + y2 = a2. (10) 
The relations (7)-(9) follow at once from the form of (6) and from the assump- 
tion that h(x) is nonconstant. To prove (lo), we deduce from (5) 
h([l - y2]1/2) = h([a2 - y2]1/2) if 0 < y2 < a2. 
Then, if x2 + y2 = u2, (6) becomes 
7.4 = h( [a2 - y2]li2) - h( [ 1 - y2]W) z 0. (11) 
In this example, the boundary function h is smoothly defined, with no 
jump, on all of i3D; and the standard form (6) consists of functionsf(x) and 
g(y) which are single valued in the uncut annulus, D. Thus, if a < r < 1, 
This result for the annulus has a simple generalization: 
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LEMMA. Let u ry = 0 in a bounded, n-tuply connected region, D, and suppose 
u = 0 on aD. Let the constants y1 ,..., yn be dejned as in (6.12). Suppose that 
there is another function, v, such that v,?, = 0 in D, and 
v = /I$ on Ci (i = I,..., n), (13) 
whet-e ,4 ,..., B, are constants. Then 
Bnrn = An + .‘. + Pn&a-1. (14) 
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Green’s theorem. If the 
identity 
0 = @%Jv - (%~)o 
is integrated throughout D, since u = 0 on aD, the result is 
s vu, dx = s vu, dx + ... Cf2 Cl +J vu, dx, cn-I (15) 
from which (13) implies (14). i 
This lemma applies to doubly connected regions, D, whose boundary 
curves have equations 
F(X) - G(y) = j?i on Ci (i = 1, 2), (16) 
where /$ # /3, . For the annulus, F(x) = x2 and G(y) = -y2. Let 
v(x, y) = F(x) - G(y) in D. (17) 
Then v zy = 0 in D, while (13) holds on the boundary. The lemma now 
implies pays = j&y1 . But ya = yr for every solution of uzy = 0. Since /3r # 8s , 
we conclude that yr = ys = 0, as in (12). 
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